Cambridge International Systems, Inc. is a woman-owned, veteran-owned company headquartered in Arlington, Virginia,

with multiple regional and global offices. We support vital national security interests and capacity building. With a talented
staff that includes engineers, analysts, technicians, linguists, operations personnel and program managers, Cambridge has
performed work in over 40 countries worldwide. We provide expertise and services in aviation, construction, intelligence

collection and analysis, IT service management, mission support, systems engineering, and software development.
Cambridge has a strong record of corporate growth, and we expect that to continue in the many years ahead.
Mission

Cambridge supports the U.S. Government and partner nations in addressing their national security and capacity building
needs. We design and deliver products and services that protect our borders and create a safer world.
Trusted Partner

In the United States, Cambridge has supported every military service, the Combatant Commands as well as the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security and the intelligence community. Our ability to design, deliver, and operate under difficult
conditions has established us as a trusted and proven partner. We have also earned a reputation for our unwavering

commitment to our mission and for providing outstanding service to our customers . Cambridge continually receives

"exceptional" CPARS ratings and multiple repeat customers.
Global Performance

Cambridge has delivered solutions in more than 40 countries worldwide and we take pride in the global service we provide.
We maintain an active export (ITAR) compliance program and have an established process for quick deployment of
technical staff to both CONUS and OCONUS locations.
Core Values

Cambridge has a performance-based culture that is grounded in a set of core values which include commitment, integrity,
and perseverance. These core values are the building blocks of our corporate culture and they unify our diverse, global
employee base. These values help define who we are, and serve as a guide for continued growth and professional

excellence. They also help us maintain enduring relationships with our clients, our employees, and our business partners.
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Solutions and Contracts
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Airfield Operations
Fixed and Rotary Wing
Maintenance and Logistics
Training and Simulation
Unmanned Vehicles
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Biometrics
Cross Border
Interdiction and Enforcement

Mission

Systems

Management

Support

Engineering

Cloud Computing
Cybersecurity
Data Center Operations
Security Operations
Voice and Data

Development
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•
•
•

IT Service

•
•
•

Software

•
•

Command Centers
Expeditionary Construction
Logistics and Facilities
Management
Military Facilities

Agile Development
Business Intelligence and
Analytics
Database Development and
Management
Mobility
Multimedia Software
Requirements Analysis and Design
Validation and Verification

Operations
Partner Nation Capacity
Transportation Logistics

•
•
•
•
•

Audio Visual Systems
Command and Control Systems
Electronic Security Systems
Surveillance Systems
Tactical Communications

Contracts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMIC Counter Narcotics and Global Threats (CN&GT)
DHS EAGLE II SDVO SB
DISA GSM-ETI
GSA IT Schedule 70
Navy Seaport-e
NITAAC CIO-SP3 SB, SDVO and WO
SPAWAR Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence
(C4I) Integrated International Solutions (CIIS)
SPAWAR SB BA, DS, PII, and TCI pillars

Office Locations
Cambridge is headquartered in Arlington, VA with large offices in Charleston, SC; Tampa, FL; and Bogotá,
Colombia. We also have smaller offices in Virginia Beach, VA and Al-Hamriya, Bahrain and an integration facility in
Hazle Township, PA. While we do not have offices in some of the places where we perform, we do have many
personnel who work from government provided workspaces in both CONUS and OCONUS locations including Fort
Meade, MD; Houston, TX; and Kabul, Afghanistan.
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